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Original Article

Optimality considerations for
propulsive fuselage power savings

Arne Seitz1 , Anaı̈s Luisa Habermann1 and Martijn van Sluis2

Abstract

The paper discusses optimality constellations for the design of boundary layer ingesting propulsive fuselage concept

aircraft under special consideration of different fuselage fan power train options. Therefore, a rigorous methodical

approach for the evaluation of the power saving potentials of propulsive fuselage concept aircraft configurations is

provided. Analytical formulation for the power-saving coefficient metric is introduced, and, the classic Breguet–Coffin

range equation is extended for the analytical assessment of boundary layer ingesting aircraft fuel burn. The analytical

formulation is applied to the identification of optimum propulsive fuselage concept power savings together with com-

putational fluid dynamics numerical results of refined and optimised 2D aero-shapings of the bare propulsive fuselage

concept configuration, i.e. fuselage body including the aft–fuselage boundary layer ingesting propulsive device, obtained

during the European Union-funded DisPURSAL and CENTRELINE projects. A common heuristic for the boundary layer

ingesting efficiency factor is derived from the best aero-shaping cases of both projects. Based thereon, propulsive fuselage

concept aircraft design optimality is parametrically analysed against variations in fuselage fan power train efficiency,

systems weight impact and fuselage-to-overall aircraft drag ratio in cruise. Optimum power split ratios between the

fuselage fan and the underwing main fans are identified. The paper introduces and discusses all assumptions necessary in

order to apply the presented evaluation approach. This includes an in-depth explanation of the adopted system efficiency

definitions and drag/thrust bookkeeping standards.
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Introduction

Novel propulsion systems and their synergistic inte-
gration with the airframe are expected to play a
key role in pursuing aviation’s challenging long-term
sustainability targets. The recuperation of aircraft
skin friction-induced flow momentum via Boundary
Layer Ingesting (BLI) propulsion – the so-called
wake-filling propulsion integration – is considered to
be a technological enabler for strong improvements in
overall vehicular propulsive efficiency. Long known
from the field of marine propulsion, the positive
effect of wake-filling on propulsive power require-
ments has been subject to theoretical treatise in aero-
nautics over several decades (e.g. Smith and Roberts,1

Goldschmied,2 Smith3 and Drela4).
The most promising airframe component for wake-

filling propulsion integration is the fuselage due to its
large share of aircraft overall viscous drag. Initial
experimental studies related to fuselage BLI and
wake-filling were conducted for the boundary layer
controlled airship body concept proposed by F.R.

Goldschmied in 1957.5 More recently, low-speed
wind tunnel experiments were performed on a generic
streamline body by ONERA6 and TU Delft.7 First
experiments have also been performed at MIT for
the D8 configuration.8

The most straightforward way of tapping the full
fuselage wake-filling potential (360� installation) can
be realised through a single BLI propulsor encirculat-
ing the fuselage aft body in addition to the underwing
main engines, also known as propulsive fuselage
concept (PFC).9 While a first patent with explicit
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reference to fuselage wake-filling propulsion integra-
tion had already been filed in 1941,10 various concepts
on how to exploit the postulated benefits of fuselage
wake-filling have been proposed in the most recent
past. Proposed PFC aircraft configurations include
NASA’s ‘FuseFan’ concept,11 the EADS/AGI
‘VoltAir’,12 the Boeing ‘SUGAR Freeze’13 and the
NASA ‘STARC-ABL’.14 Within the EU-FP7 project
‘DisPURSAL’,15 a first multidisciplinary design study
of PFC systems layout for large transport category
aircraft was performed. During the ongoing
EU-H2020 project ‘CENTRELINE’, the PFC proof-
of-concept and initial experimental validation is
pursued.16

Defining a PFC aircraft requires the best and
balanced specification of a number of new top-level
design parameters from the outset. Beside main design
descriptors for size and positioning of the aft–fuselage
BLI fan one of the most decisive design drivers is the
fan power split between the non-BLI main engines
and the BLI aft–fuselage propulsor. The purpose of
the present paper is to provide guidance on the opti-
mum choice of this key design parameter. Its optimal
selection strongly depends on key system configur-
ational and technological design decisions. Assuming
an optimised aero-shaping, key influences are being
exerted by the characteristics of the fuselage fan
(FF) power train, i.e. the transmission efficiency and
its specific weight, the performance of the main
engines, as well as the aircraft application case, e.g.
long range versus short range, and the overall systems
design integration. Special consideration in the pre-
sent paper will be paid to the impact of different FF
power train options with regard to optimal power
saving constellations for PFC aircraft design.

The effect of transmission efficiency on optimum
PFC has been firstly evaluated by Gray and
Martins17 for NASA’s STARC-ABL in a numerical
optimisation study based on 2D axisymmetric compu-
tational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation results.
Their results showed that increasing efficiency of the
FF power train has a significant effect on the opti-
mum configuration: for an increased transmission effi-
ciency the maximum achievable PSC increases and the
optimum design moves to higher FF power shares.

The present paper introduces an analytical formu-
lation approach to the evaluation of PFC power sav-
ings that allows for parametric analyses on optimum
design trends for maximum power savings including
aero-propulsive as well as basic system weights effects.
As an aerodynamic basis, design and analysis results
from the CENTRELINE and DisPURSAL projects
are employed. In both projects, preliminary CFD
simulation-based PFC aero-shaping and power train
conceptual evaluation have been performed for a
wide-body aircraft application scenario featuring a
standard payload capacity of 340 passengers. The
PFC aircraft configurations in both cases feature
two underwing podded power plants supplemented

by an aft–fuselage BLI fan. While in DisPURSAL
an independent third gas turbine engine powered the
FF, the CENTRELINE FF is powered through
turbo-electric offtakes from the wing-mounted main
engines. An electric FF drive alleviates many prob-
lems associated with the aero-structural integration
of mechanically powered FFs.

Methodology

In the present paper, the cruise power-saving
potentials of PFC aero-designs developed during
DisPURSAL as well as preliminary design solutions
from CENTRELINE are analysed and discussed with
regard to optimality conditions. The basic PFC aircraft
configuration considered features three propulsive
devices – two conventional under wing podded power
plants and an aft-fuselage BLI fan. The studied PFC
designs cover broad ranges of key design parameters
such as FF size, longitudinal positioning and design
pressure ratio, as well as, the split between FF and
overall fan shaft power. In this section, the methodo-
logical foundation for the analytical treatment is pre-
sented. All presented formulation focuses on high-
speed steady level flight conditions, in the first instance.

System definition and bookkeeping of
aerodynamic forces

Aerodynamic forces bookkeeping. In order to meaning-
fully compare the aerodynamic performance of
wake-filling and conventional non-BLI aircraft, uni-
fied definition rules for the aerodynamic forces are
required. Therefore, it is helpful in the first instance,
to differentiate between those aircraft components
immediately affected by BLI propulsion system inte-
gration and those with slightly less intensive aero-
dynamic coupling to the BLI propulsion system. In
case of a PFC aircraft, the fuselage and the FF pro-
pulsion system are particularly tightly coupled. This
bare PFC configuration can be distinguished from the
adjacent aircraft components such as the wing, wing-
podded engines and the empennage, provided aero-
dynamic interference is tracked appropriately.

The aerodynamic forces acting on the bare PFC
configuration are defined according to the momentum
conservation-based control volume approach pro-
posed by Habermann et al.18 The net propulsive
force NPFPFC,bare is the total effective net force
acting on the bare PFC configuration without inter-
ference from the residual aircraft components. It is
defined as the difference between FF disc force
Fdisc,FF and the sum of integrated viscous and pressure
forces on the component surfaces FPFC,bare

NPFPFC,bare ¼ Fdisc,FF � FPFC,bare ð1Þ

Specifically, FPFC,bare comprises the FF nacelle and
fuselage aerodynamic forces. In contrast to FPFC,bare,
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the force acting on the overall aircraft FPFC,tot

includes all aerodynamic forces acting on the compo-
nents of the entire aircraft in clean configuration

FPFC,tot ¼ FPFC,bare þ FPFC,res ¼ Ffus þ FFF,nac þ Fres ð2Þ

with the residual aerodynamic forces acting on all air-
craft components other than the bare PFC configuration

Fres ¼ Fwing þ Fnac þ Fpyl þ Femp ð3Þ

As indicated in Figure 1, the rearward acting
surface forces pointing in drag direction (Fwing, Fnac,
Femp, Ffus, Fpyl, FFF,nac) have a positive sign. Thrust
forces (Fdisc,FF, FN,main, NPFPFC,bare) are positive in
accordance with MIDAP Study Group convention.19

The overall aircraft drag DPFC,tot is the sum of the
forces acting on the components, the possible interfer-
ence drag e.g. between the bare PFC and adjacent
airframe components Dint as well as Dmisc. The mis-
cellaneous drag term includes drag due to protuber-
ances and leakages, as well as the potential flow
buoyancy terms of the individual components,
which in sum become zero for the closed aircraft body

DPFC,tot ¼ FPFC,bare þ FPFC,res þDPFC,int þDPFC,misc

¼ FPFC,bare þDPFC,res

ð4Þ

The interference drag includes drag due to interfer-
ence of all aircraft components, including interference
at the wing–fuselage junction as well as the intersec-
tion of fuselage, vertical tail plane, and FF nacelle in
front of and inside the FF inlet. A more detailed dis-
cussion of this is presented in Baseline parametric set-
tings section.

For a non-BLI reference aircraft, the total drag is
defined analogously with FFF,nac ¼ 0 yielding

DRef,tot ¼ FRef,fus þ FRef,res þDRef,int þDRef,misc

¼ DRef,fus þDRef,res

ð5Þ

Main engine efficiency figures:
Definition of power plant overall efficiency: For

fuel-powered aircraft, power plant overall efficiency
is defined by the ratio of effective propulsive power

Pthrust to the power supplied to the combustion cham-
ber via fuel enthalpy flow Psupply (cf. e.g. Seitz et al.

20)

�ov ¼
Pthrust

Psupply
¼

V0 � FN

_mf � FHV
ð6Þ

where V0 represents the flight velocity and FN denotes
the streamtube net thrust. The fuel enthalpy flow is
expressed in terms of the fuel mass flow _mf and its
lower heating value FHV. Power plant overall effi-
ciency may be conveniently split into the product of
the core, transmission and propulsive efficiencies

�ov ¼ �co � �tr � �pr ð7Þ

The propulsive efficiency �pr captures the dissipa-
tive losses in the flow field of the propulsive jet. For
ducted propulsive devices this means the ratio of
Pthrust and the power in the jet at the nozzle exit
Pjet.

a The core efficiency �co in a gas turbine engine
accounts for the high pressure (HP) system including
upstream effects of the core mass flow, such as the
inner streamtube, intake and ducting losses, as well
as, polytropic compression in the fan and low pressure
compressor. �co describes the ratio between the ideal
power Pco,id at the core engine exit plane CE that is
available for the low-pressure turbine (LPT) to drive
the outer fan, i.e. the part of the fan working on the
bypass mass flow, and, Psupply. It can be expressed as
(cf. Kurzke21)

�co ¼
Pco,id

Psupply
¼

_mco � �his,CE!amb �
V2

0

2

� �
_mf � FHV

ð8Þ

where Pco,id is determined by the core engine mass
flow _mco and the theoretical delta enthalpy available
from isentropic expansion from core exit conditions
to ambient pressure �his,CE!amb, i.e. after all power
requirements (e.g. compression processes) of the core
stream are satisfied. As a transitory item, the free-
stream kinetic energy of _mco when entering the control
volume of Zco is not accounted for in the �co defin-
ition, and thus, subtracted from the product of _mco

and �his to yield Pco,id. The transmission efficiency �tr
relates the power in the propulsive jet Pjet to Pco,id.

Figure 1. Bottom view of PFC aircraft with cruise aerodynamically acting force annotated and bare PFC configuration highlighted in

blue.
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In the case of a turbofan engine, the control volume of
�tr comprises the LPT, the core nozzle, the low-pres-
sure (LP) shaft including optional reduction gearbox
system, the fan, as well as all internal losses associated
with the propulsive device, i.e. outer streamtube,
intake, bypass ducting and nozzle losses. The individ-
ual control volumes of �co, �tr and �pr are indicated in
Figure 2.

Aero-numerical analysis and shape
optimisation approach

The aerodynamic data basis of the present analysis is
formed by 2D-axisymmetric Reynolds Averaged
Navier Stokes (RANS) CFD simulation results of
the bare PFC configuration, i.e. the simplified fuselage
body including the aft–fuselage propulsion system for
typical cruise conditions at zero angle of attack.
Simulations within DisPURSAL were performed on
multi-block structured meshes with ONERA’s CFD
software ‘elsA’22 using the Spalart–Allmaras turbu-
lence model. FFs were emulated using actuator disk
boundary conditions based on the Glauert theory.23

The external aerodynamics of the PFC within the
CENTRELINE project are evaluated using the com-
mercial software package ANSYS Fluent� (Version
18.2). The axisymmetric pressure-coupled solver is
used to exploit the fact that the PFC design is axisym-
metric, reducing the computational cost considerably.
Due to the importance of the state of the boundary
layer for the overall system performance, the bound-
ary layer is resolved up to the wall and the k� ! shear
stress transport turbulence model is used. Other tur-
bulence models, such as the one-equation model by
Spalart–Allmaras or the k� ! Reynolds Stress
Model, were also tested for comparison but did not
yield significantly different results.

A higher order scheme (Monotonic Upwind
Scheme for Conservation Laws, MUSCL24) is used
for the spatial discretisation of the momentum and
energy equation. Turbulence quantities are discretised

using the Quadratic Upstream Interpolation for
Convective Kinematics (QUICK) scheme.25 The
fluid is treated as an ideal gas with a non-constant
specific heat and viscosity modelled with Sutherland’s
three-coefficient method.

The fluid domain is a C-grid with the boundaries
placed at least 10 fuselage lengths away from the
body. The upstream, upper and downstream bound-
aries are treated as a pressure far-field boundary con-
dition, meaning that the free-stream Mach number,
temperature and static pressure at infinity are pre-
scribed. The far-field boundary condition is a non-
reflecting condition based on the Riemann invariants.
The fuselage and the nacelle are modelled as an adia-
batic no-slip wall. The mesh is constructed using
ANSYS ICEM� and consists solely of hexahedron
mesh elements. The mesh resolution near the walls is
set such that Yþ5 1 is guaranteed everywhere on the
body surface. A limited mesh dependency study was
performed to ensure mesh independency. The analysis
showed that a mesh size of approximately 350,000–
400,000 cells yields a refined enough mesh to effect-
ively eliminate errors dependent directly on the grid.

To model the FF, a simple body-force method is
applied. In the mesh, a separate fluid domain is defined
which represents the box volume around the fan. In
Fluent, a momentum density (N=m3) source term is
added to all cells within the domain containing the
fan. The source term is incorporated in the momentum
equation as an external body force ~F. Since only axial
momentum is added and no swirl component is
accounted for, the modelling of the stator is not
taken into account in the preliminary aerodynamic
CFD model. Due to flow compressibility, energy
needs to be added to the flow to ensure an increase
in total enthalpy of the fluid. Thus, sources of energy
(J=m3) are added to account for the work done by the
fan. In this case, only axial momentum is added, and
hence the energy term can simply be computed by

� ¼ Fa
!
� Va ð9Þ

Figure 2. Control volume definition for podded power plant system installation including thermodynamic station designation.
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where � is the energy source, Fa
!

the axial external
force by the fan and Va the local axial velocity com-
ponent. Integration of the energy source over the
volume directly yields the power added to the fluid
by the FF. Similarly, the total addition of momentum
density integrated over the mesh volume representing
the fan yields the total force added.

The design parameter for the FF is the fan pressure
ratio (FPR), which is defined as the ratio between the
mass-averaged total pressures upstream and down-
stream of the fan.

As a means of validation for the fuselage modelling
in CFD, a direct comparison was conducted between
the RANS results based on the source model and typ-
ical propulsion system performance modelling. For
this purpose, Bauhaus Luftfahrt’s in-house software
Aircraft Propulsion System Simulation (APSS)26–29

was employed. The geometric settings such as flow
areas were directly adopted from the contour shaping.
The intake total pressure recovery ratio compared to
freestream conditions (p2/p0) was adjusted according
to the RANS results. As can be seen from equation
(1), the FF disk force constitutes an important quan-
tity in the bookkeeping scheme. Assuming the disk to
be thin, this parameter was calculated in APSS from
the following momentum balance across the disc

Fdisc,FF ¼ _mFF VFF,out � VFF,in

� �
þ ps,FF,out � ps,FF,in
� �

� Adisc,FF

ð10Þ

where _m refers to the mass flow, V to the axial flow
velocity, ps to the static pressure and Adisc to the
flow annulus area at the FF actuator disc position.
The isentropic fan power Psht,FF,is ¼ _m ��his,FF

� �
was

compared to the fan power obtained from the CFD
calculation. The agreement of both models in terms
of FF performance prediction was found to be good,
with a deviation in disk force and ideal shaft power
of less than 2%. In order to cross-validate the
CFD modelling performed in DisPURSAL and
CENTRELINE, a representative PFC aero-shaping
case was analysed in both aero-numerical setups. It
was found that the mapping of bare PFC drag forces
and FF disc power absorptions was in very good
agreement, as deviations in results stayed clearly
below 2%. The predicted FF disc forces, however,
deviated by approximately 5%. As a most likely
reason for this, the different types of models for the
FF actuator disc were identified, yielding for example
deviations of approximately 2% in FF mass flow for
identical FF pressure ratios.

For the performance assessment of BLI/wake-
filling propulsion system concepts such as the
CENTRELINE and DisPURSAL PFC configur-
ations, an overview of applicable figures of merit is
provided by Habermann et al.18 As a means of aero-
dynamic inter-comparison of alternative PFC designs

and optimisation criterion during aerodynamic shape
refinement, in the present context, the bare PFC effi-
ciency factor, f�,PFC,bare, is used

f�,PFC,bare ¼
NPFPFC,bare�V0

Pdisc,FF
Pdisc,FFjPdisc,FF 4 0
� �

ð11Þ

This metric relates the net useful propulsive power,
i.e. the product of the net axial propulsive force acting
on the bare PFC configuration NPFPFC,bare and the
flight velocity V0 to the ideal power expended in the
FF disc, Pdisc,FF.

Analytical formulation of power and fuel savings

Evaluation of power-saving coefficient. For the compara-
tive assessment of PFC designs against the non-wake-
filling reference aircraft configuration, the power-saving
coefficient PSC originally introduced by Smith3 is used

PSC ¼
PRef � PPFC

PRef
ð12Þ

where PRef refers to the power required to operate the
aircraft in the conventional, non-BLI case, and, PPFC

represents the power requirements of the PFC config-
uration. For the evaluation of the PSC metric it is
reasonable to initially focus on the aero-propulsive
integration effects of BLI propulsion, and, to
assume conventionally podded gas turbines as main
power plants. This allows for a PSC determination
without the consideration of gas turbine cycle
(i.e. �co) implications, in the first instance. With this
focus, it is convenient to compare the effective core
engine excess powers Pco,eff for the BLI and non-BLI
case when assessing the PSC.

Pco,eff includes the free shaft power extracted from
the LPT in order to drive the propulsorb Pco,sht and
the residual excess power in the core flow at the LPT
exit (Station 5) Pco,res

Pco,eff ¼ Pco,sht þ Pco,res ð13Þ

With Pco,sht and Pco,res expressed thermodynamically

Pco,sht ¼ _mco ��hLPT,free ¼
PFan,o

�mech,LP
¼

_mbp ��hF,o

�mech,LP

ð14Þ

Pco,res ¼ _mco � �his,5!amb �
V2

0

2

� 	
ð15Þ

where �hLPT,free denotes the effective specific free
work of the LPT and �hFan,o is the effective specific
work of the outer fan. The term �his,5!amb repre-
sents the ideal residual work remaining after the tur-
bine expansion process. The core and bypass mass
flows are indicated by _mco and _mbp, respectively,

Seitz et al. 5



while �mech,LP denotes the low pressure spool mechan-
ical efficiency.

The effective core engine excess power Pco,eff can be
directly related to the ideal core engine excess power
Pco,id referred to in the core efficiency definition (cf.
System definition and bookkeeping of aerodynamic
forces section)

Pco,eff ¼ f�,co,id!eff � Pco,id ð16Þ

where the efficiency factor f�,co,id!eff is a function of
the LPT isentropic efficiency and the ratio of Pco,sht

and Pco,res. It is worthwhile to note that for a fixed
thermodynamic cycle, i.e. invariant specific thrust
levels of the core and bypass nozzles as well as con-
stant �co and �tr, f�,co,id!eff is a constant.

For non-BLI propulsive devices, the effective core
engine exit power can be related to effective propul-
sive power Pthrust by the effective propulsive device
efficiency �pd,eff

�pd,eff ¼
V0 � FN

Pco,eff
ð17Þ

With equation (17), the required effective core
engine exit power for the non-BLI reference aircraft
Pco,eff,Ref yields

Pco,eff,Ref ¼
V0 � FN,Ref

�pd,eff,Ref
ð18Þ

The required effective core engine exit power for
the PFC aircraft results from the summation of the
effective core engine exit powers for the non-BLI main
engines Pco,eff,main and the LPT shaft power required
to drive the BLI FF Pco,sht,FF

Pco,eff,PFC ¼ Pco,eff,main þ Pco,sht,FF ð19Þ

where Pco,eff,main can be determined using equation
(17) as

Pco,eff,main ¼
V0 � FN,main

�pd, eff,main
ð20Þ

and Pco,sht,FF directly results from the ideal power
absorbed by the FF rotor disc Pdisc,FF

Pco,eff,FF ¼
Psht,FF

�PT,FF
¼

Pdisc,FF

�PT,FF � �pol,FF
ð21Þ

with the FF power train efficiency �PT,FF translating
the delivered LPT shaft power to FF shaft power. The
FF polytropic efficiency �pol,FF relates the shaft power
absorbed by the FF Psht,FF to the power imparted on
the air flow in the fan plane Pdisc,FF. In the specific
case of turbo-electric power transmission �PT,FF,TE

equals the product of the cooled electric generator,
motor and power management and distribution
(PMAD) system efficiencies, �Gen, �Mot and �Mot

�PT,FF,TE ¼ �Gen � �PMAD � �Mot ð22Þ

Knowing appropriate values for the various effi-
ciency figures, the computation of the Pco,eff values
for the reference and PFC aircraft as well as the sub-
sequent PSC evaluation requires the determination
of the respective propulsion system thrust demands.
Assuming steady level flight, in the first instance,
the total reference net thrust requirement for the
non-BLI reference aircraft FN,Ref equals its total aero-
dynamic drag DRef,tot, expressed by the fuselage drag
DRef,fus and the overall aircraft residual drag DRef,res

including all aircraft viscous, pressure and induced
drag components other than fuselage drag acc. to
equation (3)

FN,Ref ¼ DRef,tot ¼ FRef,fus þDRef,res ð23Þ

Analogously, for PFC aircraft, the overall net
thrust FN,PFC needs to balance the PFC aircraft
total drag Dtot,PFC

FN,PFC ¼ DPFC,tot ¼ FPFC,bare þDPFC,res ð24Þ

where the total aerodynamic force acting on the
bare PFC configuration FPFC,bare is catered for by
the fuselage BLI propulsive device and included in
net propulsive force of the bare PFC configuration
NPFPFC,bare (cf. equation (1)). The total net thrust
requirement for the non-BLI power plants FN,main

accordingly yields

FN,main ¼ DPFC,res �NPFPFC,bare ð25Þ

NPFPFC,bare can be calculated for a given Pdisc,FF

using the definition of the bare PFC efficiency factor
f�,PFC,bare (equation (11))

NPFPFC,bare ¼
Pdisc,FF � f�,PFC,bare

V0
ð26Þ

Combining equations (25) and (26) with equation
(19), the required effective core engine excess
power for the PFC aircraft case can be analytically
expressed as

Pco,eff,PFC ¼
V0 �DPFC,res

�pd,eff,main
þ Pdisc,FF

�
1

�PT,FF � �pol,FF
�

f�,PFC,bare
�pd,eff,main

� 	 ð27Þ

Assuming identical efficiencies for the non-BLI
propulsive devices of the PFC and reference aircraft,
i.e. �pd,eff,main¼ �pd,eff,Ref¼ �pd,eff, and, aircraft residual
drags,c i.e. DPFC,res¼DRef,res¼Dres, the PSC for
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steady level flight can be formulated as follows

PSC ¼ 1�

 
Dres

DRef,tot
þ

Pdisc,FF

V0 �DRef,tot

�
�pd,eff

�PT,FF � �pol,FF
� f�,PFC,bare

� 	! ð28Þ

Equation (28) includes four basic terms presenting
key aspects for PFC design optimality:

. Dres=DRef,tot is driven by the share of fuselage drag
within the total drag balance of the non-BLI refer-
ence aircraft. It can be seen that for a growing
fuselage drag share, the PSC metric is increasing.

. Pdisc,FF= V0 �DRef,tot

� �
relates the ideal power

expanded in the FF to the overall thrust power
required for the non-BLI reference aircraft. It is
apparent, that this ratio is an important descriptor
for the overall PFC aircraft design.

. �pd,eff= �PT,FF � �pol,FF
� �

incorporates all transmission
losses starting from the effective core engines excess
power. When reducing losses in the FF power
train, i.e. improved �PT,FF or �pol,FF, PSC increases.
Reducing the losses in the non-BLI propulsive
device, i.e. improved �pd,eff, reduces the PSC value.

. The BLI efficiency factor f�,PFC,bare expresses the
net propulsive effect achieved by a certain power
expanded at the FF disc. It is a direct representa-
tion of the aero-propulsive design of the bare PFC
configuration at a given level of ideal FF power.

Evaluation of fuel savings. It should be noted that the
PSC metric can also be assessed at the overall propul-
sion efficiency level by including �co and f�,co,id!eff in
the evaluation. In this case, the powers PRef and PPFC

compared by the PSC refer to the powers supplied to
both aircraft via fuel enthalpy flows (Psupply ¼

FHV � _mf, cf. equation (6)). Assuming identical fuel
types used for both aircraft, BLI and non-BLI, the
PSC metric is equivalent to the reduction in instant-
aneous fuel flow rate _mf due to the BLI configuration
at any given operating point

PSC ¼
_mf,Ref � _mf,PFC

_mf,Ref
ð29Þ

With the PSC metric available in terms of fuel flow
rates, it can be directly used for an initial evaluation
of PFC aircraft fuel consumption. The Breguet–Coffin
equation in integral form solved for consumed fuel
mass mf as a function of aircraft instantaneous gross
weight mA/C,end at the end of a considered range seg-
ment �R serves as a basis for this

mf ¼ mA=C,end � e
�R�g

FHV��ov �L=D � 1
� �

ð30Þ

where L=D and �ov indicate the aircraft aerodynamic
and the propulsion system overall efficiency values at
a representative operating condition along �R, e.g. at
�R=2. Assuming steady level flight, i.e. FN¼Dtot, the
required supply power Psupply at the representative
operating point can be written as

Psupply ¼
V0 �mA=C � g

�ov � L=D
ð31Þ

Solving equation (31) for the BLI PFC and the
non-BLI reference aircraft while considering PPFC ¼

PRef � 1� PSCð Þ according to equation (12) yields a
direct relation between the vehicular efficiency num-
bers �ov � L=D of the PFC and reference aircraft

�ov � L=Dð ÞPFC¼
�ov � L=Dð ÞRef

1� PSCð Þ
� # ð32Þ

where # represents the ratio of instantaneous gross
weights mA/C between the PFC and the reference air-
craft at the considered representative cruise condition

# ¼
mA=C,PFC

mA=C,Ref
ð33Þ

When assessing the performance of PFC aircraft
against non-BLI aircraft, both the pure PSC and the
ratio of aircraft gross weights are significant. While
vehicular efficiency quantification (equation (32))
necessitates an instantaneous # at the considered
operating point, the evaluation of fuel burn based
on the solution of the Breguet–Coffin equation pre-
sented in equation (30) requires aircraft gross weight
to be determined at the end of �R. Hence, equation
(32) can be used to solve equation (30) for both air-
craft and to analytically express the consumed fuel
mass of the PFC aircraft �mf,PFC for a given range
segment �R as a function of the determined PSC, the
vehicular efficiency of the reference aircraft
�ov � L=Dð ÞRef as well as the aircraft gross weight
ratios at the representative operating point and at
the end of range segment, # and #end

mf,PFC ¼ mA=C,Ref,end � #end � e
�R�g

FHV� �ov �L=Dð ÞRef
�
1�PSCð Þ

# � 1

� 	
ð34Þ

It can be seen that for PSC ¼ 0 and # ¼ #end ¼ 1,
i.e. the reference aircraft case, equation (34) is iden-
tical to the solution of the Breguet–Coffin formula
presented in equation (30). The influence of PSC
on BLI fuel savings is displayed in Figure 3.
The trends show the increasing amplification of
vehicular efficiency when translated to fuel burn as
range is increased. At a theoretical range value
�R¼ 0nmi, PFC fuel savings equal the value of the
PSC metric.
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The PSC value for an actual PFC design can be
obtained from equation (28), if PFC and reference
aircraft share identical �co and f�,co,id!eff. The aircraft
gross weight ratio # can be determined based on the
absolute change in aircraft instantaneous gross weight
�mA=C – when changing from the non-BLI reference
to the PFC configuration

�mA=C ¼ �mPG þ�mOWE,Res þ�mPL þ�mf

ð35Þ

or expressed in relative terms (cf. equation (33))

# ¼
mA=C,Ref þ�mA=C

mA=C,Ref

¼ 1þ
�mPG

mA=C,Ref
þ

�mOWE,Res

mA=C,Ref
þ

�mPL

mA=C,Ref
þ

�mf

mA=C,Ref

ð36Þ

For a given transport task, the change in payload
mass �mPL between reference and PFC aircraft will
be zero. Considering an end-of-(cruise)-flight condi-
tion for #end, the residual fuel masses on both aircraft,
PFC and reference, will be small, hence, the absolute
fuel mass difference �mf will be small. Assuming �mf

to be negligible for #end, �mA=C can be determined
from changes in structural, systems and equipment
weights, summarised by the �mOWE,Res term, as well
as the weight changes in the propulsion group �mPG

�mPG ¼ mPG,PFC �mPG,Ref ð37Þ

The weights of the propulsion groups in both air-
craft cases (PFC and Ref) may be simply determined
based on the weights of its principal component
groups

mPG ¼ mPD þmBTE þmTM þmACC ð38Þ

where the propulsive device group PD includes the
fan, nacelle and nozzle weights, the bare turbo
engine group BTE covers all turbo components and

engine structures, the accessories group ACC spans all
auxiliary systems and buyer furnished equipment,
and, the transmission system TM captures the shaft
and drive gear system of the non-BLI fans mPT,main as
well as FF power train including thermal management
in the PFC case mPT,FF. For the present study pur-
poses, each of those weight items is determined
through simple scaling based on representative spe-
cific power values P=W (cf. also Aircraft application
case section)

mPD ¼
Pco,eff,tot

P=WPD

mBTE ¼
Pco,eff,tot

P=WBTE

mACC ¼
Pco,eff,tot

P=WACC

mTM ¼
Pco,eff,main

P=WPT,main

þ
Pco,eff,FF

P=WPT,FF

ð39Þ

where the individually significant shares of the total
effective core engine excess powers are used as scaling
parameters. The difference in residual aircraft operat-
ing empty weight �mOWE,Res includes all aircraft
structural and systems weight changes and the asso-
ciated design cascade effects at aircraft level. The
meaningful determination of �mOWE,Res therefore
would require an aircraft integrated sizing loop
which is not part of the present scope. Instead, the
effect of �mOWE,Res will be discussed as a scenario
parameter within the optimality analyses presented
in Study results section.

While the assumption of �mf ¼ 0 for the determin-
ation of #end is fair, �mf will be non-zero for repre-
sentative cruise conditions as soon as PSC 6¼ 0,
especially considering large values of �R. Therefore,
the prediction of # in equations (32) and (34) requires
the identification of �mf e.g. midway through �R.
Despite the fact that an accurate determination of
�mf, here, would require an iterative solution, the
correlation �mf ¼ mf,Ref � PSC is proposed an initial
estimate for the calculation of #.

Setup of study

Aircraft application case

The present study is performed based on the data and
knowledge gained during the DisPURSAL and
CENTRELINE projects up to the present point in
time. Relevant top-level properties characterising the
air transport tasks focused on in both projects are
listed in Table 1.

The advanced DisPURSAL and CENTRELINE
reference aircraft, both dubbed R2035, feature identi-
cal payload capacities of 340 passengers in a standard
two-class cabin layout and are equipped with
advanced aerodynamic, structural, systems and pro-
pulsion technologies to reflect a possible entry-
into-service year 2035. While the outer dimensions
of both aircraft are almost identical, the design

Figure 3. PSC impact on PFC fuel savings versus cruise range.
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range of the R2035 in CENTRELINE features an
increased design range of 6500 nmi versus the
4800 nmi of the DisPURSAL R2035. Alongside with
the increased design range, the maximum take-off
weight of the CENTRELINE R2035 is relatively
increased by 8%. Both aircraft comply with ICAO
Annex 14 Code E standards and feature fuel burn
savings in the order of 30% compared to a year
2000 standard. While taking into account the PFC
design configurations developed in both projects, the
analyses presented later on in this paper will refer
mainly to the CENTRELINE air transport case.
Therefore, key properties relevant vehicular efficiency
determination are presented for the CENTRELINE
R2035 aircraft in Table 2.

For the investigation of weight impacts of the
attainable PFC power and fuel savings specific
powers for the principle component groups derived
from the CENTRELINE R2035 propulsion group30

are presented in Table 3.

Baseline parametric settings

Beyond the reference aircraft application scenario, the
analysis of the PFC power-saving potentials requires a
few assumptions to be made and motivated. These
refer to the aerodynamic interference of the bare
PFC configuration and the adjacent aircraft compo-
nents, i.e. the lifting surfaces and the under wing
podded power plants, as well as the efficiency of
power transmission from the core engine exit to the
FF, and the degradation of the FF efficiency itself due
to the ingestion of distorted inflow.

Typical sources of aerodynamic interference would
be caused by the 3D flow at the wing–fuselage junc-
tion and the intersection of the fuselage and FF
nacelle body with the empennage, especially in flight
with incidence (pitch and yawd). While the aero-
dynamic inference between the wing and the fuselage
at the fuselage–wing junction may be expected to be
similar for best and balanced reference and PFC air-
craft designs, for the empennage, configurations need
to be considered that avoid aerodynamic interference
with the FF nacelle as much as possible. Assuming a
T-tail arrangement for the PFC configuration, the
aerodynamic interference between the horizontal sta-
biliser and the bare PFC configuration is clearly
reduced. The aerodynamic interference of the vertical

Table 1. Top-level aircraft properties for the DisPURSAL and CENTRELINE reference aircraft.

DisPURSAL15 CENTRELINE16

Basic aircraft top-level requirements

Technology freeze/entry-into-service 2030/2035 2030/2035

Design range 4800 nmi 6500 nmi

Design payload 340 PAX (2-class) 340 PAX (2-class)

Reference aircraft key properties

Wing span 65.0 m 65.0 m

Fuselage length 67.0 m 66.7 m

Fuselage diameter 6.09 m 6.09 m

Operating empty weight 123.5 t 120.2 t

Maximum take-off weight 206.3 t 222.9 t

Design block fuel vs. year 2000 state-of-the-art –32% –27%

Table 2. Cruise drag properties and propulsion

efficiency figures representative for CENTRELINE

R2035 aircraft (cf. also Peter et al.30).

Drag propertiesa (kN)

DRef,fus 24.7

DRef,res 67.7

DRef,tot 92.4

L/DRef 22.0

Power plant efficiency figuresa (–)

�ov,Ref 0.41

�co,Ref 0.58

�tr,Ref 0.82

�pr,Ref 0.87

�pol,F,o 0.94

f�,co,id!eff 0.96

�pd,eff,Ref 0.74

aCruise at M0.82, FL350, ISAþ 10 K; cL¼ 0.5.

Table 3. Specific powers for the principle component

groups of the CENTRELINE R2035 propulsion system

acc. to Samuelsson et al.31

Component group

Specific power

(kW/kg)a

Propulsive device 2.92

Bare turbo engine 7.33

Accessories 37.8

Transmission system (main) 32.8

a w.r.t. Pco,eff at typical cruise point.
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fin and the FF nacelle remains in this case. More
advanced solutions such as self-trimming wing config-
urations31 might allow for significant size reductions
or possibly the total omission of tail planes. The data
basis of CFD aerodynamic results used for the present
study is limited to 2D axisymmetric simulations of the
bare PFC configuration. All residual drag compo-
nents from adjacent aircraft components are retained
invariant when changing from the non-BLI reference
to the BLI PFC aircraft. This means, aerodynamic
interference effects between the bare PFC configur-
ation and the rest of the aircraft are not explicitly
resolved, in the first instance. At the same time, reduc-
tion drag effects due to shrinking main engine nacelle
sizes for the PFC aircrafte as well as the ingested wake
momentum deficits emanating from the wing and tail
plane root sections are not accounted for.

The wake fields of upstream aircraft components
have a direct impact on the inflow distortion of the
aft–fuselage BLI propulsor. The main effects include
the wing downwash, fuselage upwash at non-zero
incidence as well as the tail plane wakes. By interfer-
ing with the fuselage boundary layer flow these wake
effects create additional distortion in the BLI propul-
sor inflow field through circumferential asymmetry,
thereby impacting of the aerodynamic efficiency of
the FF. The reduction of BLI fan aerodynamic effi-
ciency �pol,FF relative to fans operating under free-
stream inflow conditions has been previously
investigated numerically and experimentally for vari-
ous inflow distortion patterns. Gunn and Hall indi-
cate an efficiency penalty between 1% and 2% for BLI
fans in semi-buried engines configurations on the top-
side of a blended wing body aircraft.32 Initial aero-
dynamic design and performance results for a FF
propulsor under axisymmetrically distorted inflow
have been produced as part of the CENTRELINE
project by Castillo Pardo and Hall.33 Relative to an
optimised freestream inflow design Castillo Pardo
and Hall predict a FF isentropic efficiency penalty
between 0.5% and 1.0%. Based on an outer fan poly-
tropic efficiency of the CENTRELINE reference
power plants of �pol,F,o¼ 94% this suggests a FF poly-
tropic efficiency of �pol,FF¼ 93%.

The FF power train efficiency �PT,FF strongly
depends of the transmission paradigm, which can be
by electric, mechanical or pneumatic means. The con-
sidered options primarily considered in this study are
turbo-electric, i.e. an electrically driven FF powered
by generator off-takes from the main engines, and
mechanical, i.e. via shaft and gearbox systems. An
achievable turbo-electric power train efficiency based
on conventional conducting, non-cyrogenic electric
components typically is of the order of 90%, while
all high temperature superconducting designs may
be much closer to 100%. A mechanical transmission
through a shaft and bearing system similar to a geared
turbo fan engines possibly supplemented by two serial
gear stages may be estimated at an efficiency of 98%.

The core engine efficiencies �co have been set identical
for the BLI PFC and non-BLI reference aircraft, in the
first instance. All studied cases use a FHV of 43MJ/kg.

The focus of the present study is on steady-
level flight at cruise conditions featuring a fuselage
angle of attack of zero. With the 2D axisymmetric
aerodynamic simulations, the analysis refers to aft-
fuselage designs without upsweep. It should be
noted that in reality, aft–fuselage upsweep will be a
multi-disciplinary optimisation parameter trading
aerodynamic penalties in terms of aft–fuselage pres-
sure drag and FF performance penalties due to aero-
dynamic upwash effects, and structural weights
reductions for example through relieved main landing
gear length requirements during take-off rotation.

Study results

Aerodynamic shape refinement and optimisation

During DisPURSAL, an initial 2D axisymmetric
aero-shaping for the bare PFC configuration based
on semi-empirically derived design settings for FF
size and pressure ratio34 was iteratively refined based
on a multi-disciplinary aircraft design exercise featur-
ing CFD in-the-loop.35 Starting from the refined base-
line aero-shape, an initial CFD-based design space
exploration was performed for alternative FF sizes
and pressure ratios.36 In the succeeding
CENTRELINE project, a preliminary draft of the
fuselage and FF nacelle aerodynamic geometry was
generated based on previous design experience from
DisPURSAL. The general fuselage dimensions, such
as total fuselage length and diameter, were adopted
from the CENTRELINE R2035 aircraft (cf. Peter
et al.37). Based on preliminary design space analyses,16

FF FPR was initially selected to be 1.40 and Pdisc,FF

was constrained to 5.5MW. Different from the FF
aero-structural integration in DisPURSAL with the
FF air intake located in front of the empennage, the
geometric baseline in CENTRELINE assumed
the FF to be far aft located along the fuselage central
axis. The initial 2D axisymmetric shaping of the bare
PFC configuration was incrementally improved based
on engineering judgement and evaluated in CFD
in order to maximise its aerodynamic efficiency.
Modifications included nacelle incidence angle and
aft body curvature improvements as well as increased
fuselage boat tail length and the introduction of a
gradual increase in hub diameter towards the exit of
the duct, similar to those observed in state-of-the-art
turbofan designs. An example of two different designs
and their respective surface pressure distributions is
shown in Figure 4.

As can be observed from the figure, the hub line of
the fuselage near the duct exit is contracting much more
in the case of the updated intermediate revision of the
bare PFC design. In this way, the circumferential sur-
face area is reduced and local surface normal vectors are
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better aligned, to reduce the pressure drag on the
nacelle. Furthermore, it allows for a less cambered
nacelle geometry at lower incidence angle for a given
duct exit area. The contraction of the hub line at the fan
location also helps to prevent flow separation at the hub
due to the contraction of stream tube. Additionally, the
length of the fuselage boat tail was increased, to increase
the positive axial force on the body due the higher static
pressure in the exhaust plume of the FF.

In order to achieve a step-change improvement in
PFC aero-shaping beyond the intuitive refinement
approach, a numerical optimisation process based on
a parametric model of the axisymmetric PFC geometry
was developed. Therefore, the fuselage geometry was
represented by various non-uniform rational basis
(NURB) splines, to allow for local changes in curvature
and shape. The nacelle geometry was replicated using
the Bezier–Parsec method.38 In total, 23 parameters
were required to represent the full bare PFC configur-
ation. An automated framework was created around
the CFD setup discussed in Aero-numerical analysis
and shape optimisation approach section in order to
perform the entire procedure from geometry creation
to meshing, and from simulation to data post-proces-
sing. A quasi-random sampling approach (Latinised
Partial Stratified Sampling39) was used to cover the
large sampling space. With a mesh to simulation con-
vergence success rate of close to 40%, over 2000 con-
verged unique results were obtained. One-dimensional
sensitivity studies were conducted to identify the most
influential design parameters. The key parameters deter-
mined for the shape optimisation were the following:

. Freestream Mach number (M0)

. Flight altitude (h0)

. FF pressure ratio (FPRFF)

. FF duct height (h2)

. FF nozzle exit to fan front face area ratio (A18/A2)

. FF hub-to-tip ratio (rFF/RFF)

. FF relative axial position along the fuselage
(xFF/Lfus)

Using these parameters, a surrogate model
based on support vector machines40 was constructed.
A survey of the sample space revealed several promis-
ing designs, of which one design was selected as being
most suitable for the CENTRELINE configuration.
Taking the selected design as a starting point, a con-
strained gradient-based optimisation was carried out
to obtain best bare PFC aero-shapings with regard to
the f�,PFC,bare metric. For the CENTRELINE design
cruise conditions (FL350, M0.82 ISAþ 10K) and a
given Pdisc,FF constraint of 5.5MW, the aerodynamic
optimum was found at design settings of FPRFF¼

1.32, h2¼ 0.73m, A18/A2¼ 0.68, rFF/RFF¼ 0.43 and
xFF/Lfus¼ 0.92.

The progression of aerodynamic efficiency with
each revision of the CENTRELINE bare PFC aero-
shaping is presented in Figure 5 including Rev 06
obtained from the abovementioned numeric optimisa-
tion process. As can be seen from the figure, the actual
shaping of Rev 06 does not deviate drastically from
the initial PFC designs (cf. Figure 4). However, the
combined effect of relatively small changes to the aft
body curvature, nacelle incidence and duct height of
the FF, leads to clear performance improvements
measurable by the bare PFC net propulsive power
for the given level of Pdisc,FF.

Figure 4. Comparison of the static pressure coefficient distribution of representative aero-shaping versions (Rev03 and Rev04) in

cruise conditions (FL350, M0.82, ISAþ10 K; FPRFF¼ 1.40).
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Analysis of aircraft power savings

In order to study optimality trends for PFC power
savings, the entirety of PFC 2D aero-shaping cases
evaluated in DisPURSAL and during
CENTRELINE so far was taken into account. For
this purpose, the studied aero-shaping cases were ana-
lysed with regard to the BLI efficiency factor for the
bare PFC configurations (cf. equation (11)). A chart
of f�,PFC,bare values for all designs plotted against the
corresponding ideal powers absorbed by the FF discs
is presented in Figure 6.

The shown bare PFC designs cover a wide range of
Pdisc,FF. Below approximately 6MW, the BLI effi-
ciency factor f�,PFC,bare is negative due to a negative
NPFPFC,bare. Hence, in this region the FF disc force
Fdisc,FF is not sufficient to fully compensate the total
retarding force acting on the bare PFC configuration.
For increasing Pdisc,FF it can be seen that the BLI
efficiency factor f�,PFC,bare improves strongly in the
low-power region while the improvement trend flat-
tens out towards the higher power region. As Pdisc,FF

increases, the corresponding optimum FF face area
grows as fan pressure ratio is limited for propulsive
efficiency reasons. With growing face area the FF
blade heights increasingly grow into the outer regions
of the boundary layer profile where the local momen-
tum deficit decreases rapidly. As such, the addition-
ally ingested momentum deficit is reduced and the
further gains from BLI are diminishing.

Given the power train design paradigms mainly
followed in both projects, the CENTRELINE designs
cover mostly the lower Pdisc,FF region while the
DisPURSAL designs predominantly capture the high-
power region. However, the best cases of both domains
of bare PFC 2D aero-shaping consistently form a Pareto
front with regard to f�,PFC,bare. This allows for the

determination of a high-quality data fitting curve for
the designs the form that convex hull of the pool of
designs

f�,PFC,bare ¼ 0:6919� 12:4267

� Pdisc,FF MW½ � þ 0:7687
� ��1:5481 ð40Þ

The validity of the above fitting correlation applies
to 340 passenger wide body aircraft with design cruise
conditions at around M0.82, FL350 ISAþ 10K and
covers Pdisc,FF between approximately 2 and 26MW.
The correlation can be immediately used as a design
heuristic in order to analytically compute the PSC
according to equation (28). Validation plots for the
PSC mapping quality based on equation (40) are pre-
sented in Figure 7, showing that an evaluation of
equation (28) using the f�,PFC,bare fitting curve yields
very good agreement – both in absolute values and in
general trending behaviour – with a direct PSC evalu-
ation based of the actual CFD data produced by
ONERA and TU Delft during DisPURSAL and
CENTRELINE, respectively.

The plots in Figure 7 display the best bare
PFC aero-shapings from CENTRELINE and
DisPURSAL indicated as convex hull points in the
previous figure. For the design cases, two scenarios
of FF power train efficiency �PT,FF are visualised –
an ideal one featuring �PT,FF¼ 100% and a more con-
servative one with �PT,FF¼ 90%. The obtained PSC
values are plotted against the relative FF power, i.e.
the ratio of ideal power absorbed by the FF disc to the
total effective core engine excess power required for
the PFC aircraft Pdisc:FF=Pco,eff,tot. The relative FF
power is one of the most basic and crucial design par-
ameters to be selected at a very early stage of PFC
aircraft conceptualisation. Therefore, Figure 7 offers

Figure 5. Progression of aerodynamic efficiency during CENTRELINE bare PFC aero-shape refinement with design contour after

optimisation of the main shape parameters.
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clear indication of how to choose Pdisc:FF=Pco,eff,tot in
order to obtain maximum PFC power savings. It can
be seen from the figure that not only the achievable
maximum PSC is reduced as more losses occur in the
FF power train (cp. the clusters featuring �PT,FF of
90% and 100% in the figure), but also that the cor-
responding optimum Pdisc:FF=Pco,eff,tot shifts to lower
values, meaning macroscopic changes to the entire
PFC aircraft. Similar trends for varying FF transmis-
sion efficiency have been previously observed for a
single-aisle aircraft application by Gray and Martins

based on numerically optimised designs using 2D axi-
symmetric CFD simulation of the fuselage and FF
nacelle body.17 The common trending behaviours
demonstrate how the balance of overall propulsive
efficiency gains due to BLI and the associated adverse
effects such as bare PFC retarding force for maximum
PSC is influenced by the level of BLI propulsion
system internal losses. It is worthwhile to note, how-
ever, that noticeable power savings can even be found
at sub-optimally small Pdisc:FF=Pco,eff,tot designs where
the f�,PFC,bare yields negative values.

Figure 6. Analysis of BLI efficiency factor for CENTRELINE and DisPURSAL aero-shapings.

Figure 7. Analysis of PSC for CENTRELINE and DisPURSAL best aero-design cases.
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Constellations for optimum power savings

In order to systematically gauge the sensitivity of opti-
mum PFC power savings and corresponding aircraft
design impact, parametric analyses of PSC (cf. equa-
tion (28)) based on the presented f�,PFC,bare fitting
were performed. Optimum results with regard to the
maximum PSC and corresponding Pdisc:FF=Pco,eff,tot

are presented in Figure 8.
Figure 8 quantifies the importance of high

FF transmission efficiencies �PT,FF in order to achieve
significant PSC values. Comparing, for instance, a
turbo-electric power transmission featuring �PT,FF¼
91% and a mechanical power train with �PT,FF¼
98% assuming �pd.eff.non-BLI¼ 70%,f the maximum
PSC for the mechanical case would yield 10.4%
while maximum PSC for the turbo-electric case
would be reduced by 3.3% down to a value of
7.1%. The corresponding optimum Pdisc:FF=Pco,eff,tot

would be 55% for the mechanical case and reduced
to 33% in the turbo-electric case since the larger
transmission losses make the shift of power to the
aft-fuselage BLI propulsor less attractive for max-
imum vehicular efficiency.

Beyond the pure sensitivity of maximum PSC and
optimum design due to variations in �PT,FF, Figure 8
also shows strong impact of the effective efficiency of
the involved non-BLI propulsive devices – i.e. the ref-
erence and the PFC main engines �pd.eff.non-BLI – on
optimum PFC design and the attainable power sav-
ings. Increasing �pd.eff.non-BLI raises the benchmark
level for BLI propulsion, and thus, reduces the

achievable PSC for a given level of �PT,FF. At the
same time, the optimum for FF relative power is
decreased, indicating more power to be directed to
the main engine propulsive devices. For the above
defined turbo-electric and mechanical FF power
transmission scenario cases, an increase in �pd.eff.non-
BLI from 70% to 80% yields a reduction in maximum
PSC by 3.9% and 5.2%, respectively.

Despite its insightful nature with regard to the
vehicular efficiency of PFC aircraft, the PSC metric
does not account for effects of changes in aircraft
empty weight due the novel type of propulsion system
and its airframe integration. Also, the effect of weight
reduction due to varying fuel consumption along a given
flight distance is not captured. Therefore, Figure 9 pre-
sents the PFC fuel burn savings based on the modified
Breguet–Coffin equation (equation (34)) for a 340 pas-
senger, 6500 nmi air transport task.

The optimum PFC fuel savings in Figure 9 are
plotted against �PT,FF. The specific power of the FF
power train P/WPT,FF is shown as an array parameter.
The ratio of aircraft gross weights between the PFC
and reference aircraft design at the end of the consid-
ered flight segment #end is displayed as dash-dotted
contours in blue colour. Optimum PFC design is indi-
cated as solid contours of Pdisc:FF=Pco,eff,tot in green
colour, while the correspondingly attainable PSC
levels are represented as dotted contours in red
colour. All study settings comply with the data
defined in Tables 2 and 3.

The PFC fuel improvement trends versus increas-
ing �PT,FF shown in Figure 9 are consistent with the

Figure 8. Identification of optimum PSC and corresponding FF relative powers for various power train and non-BLI propulsive

device efficiencies.
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corresponding maximum PSC trends displayed in
Figure 8, taking into account the range-specific effi-
ciency amplification effect due to the Breguet–Coffin
equation (cf. Figure 3). With the #end¼ 1 line indicat-
ing the maximum fuel saving curve and corresponding
optimum PFC design for the given transport task
without PFC empty weight penalty, the fuel impact
with increasing PFC empty weight penalty (#end> 1)
is obvious. The penalty in PFC fuel savings ranges
between approximately 0.5% and 0.7% per percent
increase in #end with a slightly progressive trend with
growing #end. If propulsion installation weight penal-
ties are neglected, i.e. �mOWE,Res ¼ 0, Figure 9 pro-
vides the direct translation of P/WPT,FF to PFC fuel
savings. As can be seen from the figure, PFC empty
weight neutrality, i.e. #end¼ 1, is reached for P/WPT,FF

values between approximately 7 kW/kg and 9 kW/kg
with the higher PSC lowering the P/WPT,FF threshold
value. For decreasing P/WPT,FF, the PFC fuel penalty
is increasing non-linearly. Assuming P/WPT,FF¼

2 kW/kg for the turbo-electric FF transmission scen-
ario featuring �PT,FF¼ 91%, the optimum PFC fuel
savings yield 5.2%. With an assumed P/WPT,FF¼

10 kW/kg for the mechanical FF transmission scen-
ario featuring �PT,FF¼ 98%, the optimum PFC fuel
savings are 9.1% which is in good agreement with the
results previously obtained from the DisPURSAL
project.15 If the reference aircraft relative residual
drag DRef,res/DRef,tot is reduced from the baseline
value of 73% by relative 10%, e.g. through signifi-
cantly enhanced wing flow laminarity, PFC fuel sav-
ings relative to the non-BLI reference aircraft increase
to 5.7% in the turbo-electric scenario, and 9.9% in the
mechanical case.

Conclusion and further work

The paper provides a rigorous methodical approach
for the evaluation of the power-saving potentials
of PFC aircraft configurations. Analytical formula-
tion for the PSCmetric was introduced and the classic
Breguet–Coffin range equation was extended for
the analytical assessment of BLI aircraft. The analyt-
ical formulation was applied to the identification of
optimum PFC power savings together with CFD
numerical results of refined and optimised 2D aero-
shapings of the bare PFC configuration, i.e. fuselage
body including the aft–fuselage BLI propulsive
device, obtained during the DisPURSAL and
CENTRELINE projects. A common heuristic for
the BLI efficiency factor was derived from the best
aero-shaping cases of both projects. Using the derived
PFC design and performance heuristic, maximum
power savings and corresponding optimum PFC
design settings were parametrically analysed and dis-
cussed with regard to relevant power train configur-
ations. It was found that the optimum PFC aircraft
design is strongly dependent on the efficiency levels of
the transmission system and the effective efficiency
levels of the involved non-BLI propulsive devices.

Improving transmission system efficiency increases
the achievable power savings, and, shifts the optimum
ratio of FF to total fan power to higher values. If the
effective propulsive device efficiency of the reference
aircraft and PFC main engines increases, the attain-
able PFC power savings are reduced and optimum
relative FF power levels decrease. In a direct compari-
son between typical settings for mechanical and
conventionally conducting turbo-electric scenarios

Figure 9. System weight impact on optimum PFC fuel savings and corresponding FF relative power levels.
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for the power transmission from the core engine exit
to the FF, the mechanical option features higher fuel
burn reduction potentials than turbo-electric trans-
mission, if FF aero-structural integration can be mas-
tered. The analysis results confirm the necessity for a
highly optimised PFC aero-shaping, an ultra-efficient
FF power train and minimum installation weight pen-
alty, in order to achieve high fuel burn savings for a
PFC aircraft configuration.

The presented optimality analyses focused expli-
citly on a 340 passenger medium-to-long range
aircraft application with design cruise conditions at
M0.82, FL350, ISAþ 10K based on 2D axisymmetric
aero-shaping results. However, by parametric exten-
sion of the developed BLI efficiency factor heuristic,
the methodology introduced in the paper directly
enables the PFC power savings evaluation for aircraft
of different sizes under 3D aero-shaping paradigms.
This also includes the investigation of alternative
flight techniques.

Recommended future work involves a more
detailed resolution of aerodynamic interference effects
between the bare PFC configuration and the adjacent
aircraft components and the analysis of the 3D aero-
shaping implications on the power-saving potentials
of PFC aircraft configurations. As part of the pre-
sented study, possible synergy potentials with add-
itional annexed technologies were highlighted. For
this purpose, future work should consider PFC tech-
nology as a key item within an overall technology
package for ultra-efficient transport aircraft and
explore technological synergy potentials in a system-
atic way. This should include ultra-efficient wing aero-
dynamics including hybrid and natural flow
laminarity and self-trimming wing properties, the
combination with radically advanced aero engine
cycle technologies, as well as the application of alter-
native energy options such as liquid hydrogen fuel.
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Notes

a. In case of separate nozzles for the core and bypass flows
in a turbofan engine, Pjet equals the sum of core and
bypass jet powers, Pjet,co and Pjet,bp.

b. In case of turbofan engines, this is the outer fan.
c. Please note: At steady-level flight condition, this implies

identical instantaneous gross weights of aircraft, the BLI

PFC and the non-BLI reference. c. In strong yaw, a
growing interference between the aft–fuselage section
and the propulsive jet flow of the main engines is expected.

d. For the non-BLI power plants installed on the reference

and PFC aircraft, identical �pd,eff are assumed. This means
significantly smaller fan diameters for the PFC main
engines and correspondingly reduced nacelle wetted areas.

e. Note: The effective propulsive device efficiency for the
non-BLI power plants �pd,eff,non-BLI includes the mechan-
ical efficiencies of the LP spool and the fan drive gear

box which feature a combined efficiency of approxi-
mately 99%.
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Appendix

Notation

A area (m2)
D drag (N)
F force; thrust (N)
FHV lower fuel heating value
fZ efficiency factor (–)
g standard gravity (m/s2)
h enthalpy (m2/s2)
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L lift (N)
M Mach number (–)
m mass (kg)
_m mass flow (kg/s)
NPF net propulsive force (N)
P power (W)
p pressure (kg/m3)
P/W power-to-weight ratio (kW/kg)
R range (m)
V velocity (m/s)

" energy source (J/m3)
Z efficiency (–)
# aircraft gross weight ratio (–)

Subscripts

0 freestream
2 fan front face
A/C aircraft
amb ambient
bp bypass
co core
disc disc
eff effective
emp empennage
f fuel
fus fuselage
id ideal
int interference
is isentropic
jet jet
main Main
mech mechanical
misc miscellaneous
nac Nacelle

o outer
ov overall
pd propulsive device
pol polytropic
pr propulsive
pyl pylon
res residual
s static
sht shaft
supply supply
thrust thrust
tot total
tr transmission
wing wing
A axial
ACC accessories
BTE bare turbo engine
CE core exit
F fan
FF fuselage fan
Gen generator
LP low pressure
Mot motor
N net
PG propulsion group
PL payload
PT power train
Ref reference (aircraft)
TE turbo-electric
TM transmission
AOA angle of attack
LPT low pressure turbine
PMAD power management and distribution

system
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